Dear Parents
This information outlines the teaching and learning to be covered over the halfterm. If you require any further information, or ideas for the kind of support you
could give, please do not hesitate to contact us. Thank you for your continued help
and support.
Year – FS2
Term – Summer 1 2019
Class Teachers – Miss Gordon, Mrs Stephenson

Healthy
Me!
Brief Overview:
Communication, Language and Literacy
Handwriting and Phonics.
Learning, reading and writing about dentist, doctors, nurses and sports men and women
Writing instructions about how to brush your teeth
Fruit tasting then describing using our senses
Learning about healthy foods and being a chef
Visiting Rotherham football club to learn about sport and fitness

Maths
In maths this half term our main focus will be:
Counting reliably with numbers from one to 20, placing them in order.
Learning the days of the week and months of the year
Adding and subtracting using single digit numbers
Counting on and back when adding and subtracting
Beginning to use mathematical names for ‘solid’ 3D shapes and ‘flat’ 2D shapes, and talking
about their properties
Using everyday language related to time
Saying the number that is one more or one less than a given number
Using a range of computer programmes to support mathematical skills

Personal and Social Development
Discussing teeth brushing habits and why it is important to clean our teeth
Discussing what happens when we feel poorly, who helps us and how they can help
Talking about babies and older people and their needs
Learning about healthy choices associated with food
Exploring feelings about different foods and favourite meals
Learning about our heart and how to keep it healthy through exercise
Monitoring heart rates and how this changes when we exercise
Visit to New York Stadium to learn about fitness

Understanding the World
Learning about dentists and oral hygiene and talking about experiences of the dentist
Sharing experiences of doctors and being unwell
Discussing food groups and healthy/unhealthy diets
Learning about what make a balanced meal
Making ICT pictures for Healthy Living Workshop
Learning about our bodies and how exercise is good for our health
Discussing what kind of exercise we like such football, PE, gymnastics, dancing etc

Physical Development
P.E. – We will have PE each week. Please remember to take your child’s
earrings out on PE days and tie long hair back. PLEASE REMEMBER KITS
Games – We will be learning how to throw and catch, play simple games and work
with partners or in a small group.
Rotherham FC will be supporting our active living topic through physical exercise
sessions this half-term.
Expressive Arts and Design
Music –
We will be singing a range of songs, nursery rhymes and number rhymes including
songs linked to health and our bodies.
We will be exploring percussion instruments and how to change the sounds they
make.
We will be singing and dancing
Art –
Making collages of health professionals linked to dentists and doctors
Healthy Living Workshop activities
Making fruit kebabs and other creative activities
Fruit tasting and observational drawings of fruit
Recalling the visit to New York Stadium in a variety of media
Children’s individual targets:
Target cards are kept in the classrooms and form part of morning tasks. These are
shared at Parent Consultation meetings.

